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Lonely Planet Finland (Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	#1 best-selling guide to Finland* 


	Lonely Planet Finland is your passport to all the most relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Hike the striking terrain of Karhunkierros, browse various design shops in Helsinki, or glide down the slopes in a sled pulled by...
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Cocos2d-X Game Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build a plethora of games for various genres using one of the most powerful game engines, Cocos2d-x


	About This Book

	
		Explore the powerful features of Cocos2d-x and use them to your advantage
	
		Tackle commonly faced problems while creating popular 2D games
	
		A step-by-step guide...
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Learning, Working and Living: Mapping the Terrain of Working Life LearningPalgrave Macmillan, 2006
Debate about organization and workplace learning has now moved on from viewing learning as a way of fostering control. This book suggests that by focusing on learning as a way of living, the needs of production can be reconciled with the need for employees to have satisfying engagement with their work.

This book draws together two...
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Consumer Behaviour and AnalyticsRoutledge, 2019

	
		Consumer Behaviour and Analytics provides a consumer behaviour textbook for the new marketing reality. In a world of Big Data, machine learning and AI, this key text reviews the issues, research and concepts essential for navigating this new terrain. It demonstrates how we can use data-driven insight and merge this with...
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Microsoft® XNA Game Studio Creators GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
This book shows you how to write complete 3D games from scratch. It will teach you the math, graphics, audio effects, and algorithms for all the features you would expect in a quality 3D game. This text explains how to set up your environment to write your XNA and shader code. It also explains how to create 3D models on a budget and how to use...
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Virtual RealismOxford University Press, 1998
From the simple VR games found in upscale video arcades, to the ultimate "immersion"--the CAVE, a surround screen, surround sound system that  projects 3 D computer graphics into a ten-foot high cube--virtual reality has introduced what is literally a new dimension of reality to daily life. But it is not without controversy. Indeed, some...
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PHP Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2004
"PHP Game Programming" offers you the introduction you need to begin creating your own online games. You?ll be amazed at the games you can create with this powerful?and completely free?development tool! Dive right in as you begin with coverage of server configuration and the major features of PHP. Then you?re off and running as you use...
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Dictionary of Military Terms: Over 6,000 Words Clearly DefinedA & C Black Publishers, 2010

	Over 6,000 entries provide up-to-date coverage of British, American, and international military vocabulary.


	 


	English is the language most frequently used in international military and peacekeeping operations. This dictionary aims to provide a basic vocabulary of British and American terms relating to the...
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Missional Map-Making: Skills for Leading in Times of TransitionJossey-Bass, 2010

	Guidance for church leaders to develop their own maps and chart new paths toward stronger, more vibrant, and more missional congregations


	In the burgeoning missional church movement, churches are seeking to become less focused on programs for members and more oriented toward outreach to people who are not already in church. This...
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Building an FPS Game with UnityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create a high-quality first person shooter game using the Unity game engine and the popular UFPS and Probuilder frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use Unity in conjunction with UFPS and ProBuilder to create a high-quality game quickly
	
		Create both interior and exterior...
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Build a Game with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Many of the most popular games are built using toolkits comparable to UDK. Unreal Development Kit tools can help anyone take the ideas in their head and make them into a fully realized, playable world.


	Build a Game with UDK is an introduction to the tools of the kit. From knowing about them, to creating virtual worlds, this book...
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Scalable Infrastructure for Distributed Sensor NetworksSpringer, 2005
Wireless sensor networks is a rapidly developing area. New applications are emerging and breakthroughs are being made in solving the underlying scientific problems.
The effectiveness of sensor networks depends largely on deployment strategies, self-organization capabilities, routing and information dissemination protocols, all of which...
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